Christmas Novena For Parents Begins Tomorrow.

The most popular Novena of the year, the one which traditionally finds more participants than any other begins tomorrow with Mass and Holy Communion in the church. The Sunday Schedule of Masses will be in effect tomorrow the Feast of the Immaculate Conception of Our Blessed Mother: 6, 7, 8:30 and 10:00. The 10:00 Student Mass will be the last Mass on the campus. All Catholics must assist at Mass Tuesday.

Your gift of a Spiritual Bouquet will give your mother and father more genuine pleasure than the material gifts they will receive. It takes effort and sacrifice to make a Bouquet of prayers and self-denials. Into it goes yourself and not your money or your parents' own money in some cases. Your parents know all this. That is why they are delighted with the spiritual offering you will have made for them.

Half Hour Of Adoration Tuesday Night: 6:45 to 7:15

With this exposition it will be possible for you to make a period of adoration every day during the Novena for your Parents. There will be Benediction at 7:15. During the week be prompt in taking your place before the Blessed Sacrament. Don't forget the periods you volunteered to take. Wear the cassock and surplice during your time of adoration.

The Spiritual Bouquet Cards Are Ready.

The mail is slow traveling during the holiday rush, so pick up your Bouquet cari and envelope and send it home a few days earlier than you ordinarily would mail it.

ADORATION ALL DAY STARTING WEDNESDAY: 7:30 to 5:00. BENEDICTION At 6:00

PRAYERS: (deceased) mother of Harry A. Baldwin, Jr. '37; grandfather of Bob Chauvin (St. Eds). (Ill) Friend of Jim Clark; Brother Meinrad, C.S.C., 1 Spec. Intention.